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Abstract: Seven local orange accessions; Acidless orange (succary), Valencia (summer orange), Common

orange (Balady) , Navel orange (Abusoura) and  three unknown orange trees (No.1, 2 & 3) were collected

from  one private farm in kawesna (Monofeia government). They were used for studying fruit characters

(physical and chemical) and RAPD-DNA genetic analysis experiments. The unknown orange trees No.3 had

higher values of five physical fruit characters; Fruit weight, Fruit volume , Peel weight, Fruit length and

Fruit diameter. Also, it had three higher values of chemical fruit characters; ascorbic acid, TSS/acid ratio

and Titratable  acidity  TSS/acid  ratio.  The  specify  of the RAPD-PCR was highlighted by distinguishing

DNA fingerprints for unknown orange tree No (3). It had one group (cluster A) and the entire rest orange

accessions had other group (cluster B) with genetic unsimilarity of approximately 100% between them. In

conclusion, the RAPD data supported the results  from  fruit  characters  (physical and chemical), the

Unknown orange tree No 3 may be consider new variety. It has some economic fruit characters (physical

and chemical)

Key words : Orange, Succary, Summer orange, Balady, Abusoura, Fruit characters, RAPD-DNA and

genetic analysis

INTRODUCTION

Citrus is one of the major fruit crops all over the

world. Citrus species are the most widely grown fruit

and world production exceeds 102600000 MT .[14]

Breeding imperatives have focused on rootstock and

scion cultivar improvement. Rootstocks should be

tolerant to biotic and abiotic stresses associated with

roots, show good graft. Scion breeding has attempted to

retain the characteristics of existing superior selections

but with improved fruit quality, yield, disease resistance,

earlier or later maturing fruit. Breeding goals of fruit for

processing and for fresh consumption are different.

Application of biotechnology to citrus has recently been

reviewed by Moore et al  .[22]

Using morphological traits, it is difficult to

distinguish between many citrus cultivars because some

cultivars are distinguishable only by fruit traits and

citrus tree usually do not bear fruits until 3-4 years after

planting. Phenotypic diversity, hybridization and

mutation have prevented consensus on systematic

classification of Citrus . The development of PCR-[8 ]

based markers has revolutionized the repertoire of

geno type identif ica tion .  Rando mly amplif ied

polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) or genetic markers resulting

from PCR amplification of genomic DNA sequences

recognized by primers can arbitrary nucleotide

sequence  have already proved to be valuable in Citrus[30]

genotype  identif ication  and  estimation of[ 1 1 ]

relationships . RAPDs have been extensively used in[21]

assessing relationships amongst various accessions of

different plant species . Description of a line or variety[5]

based upon a trait that reflects genetic variation can be

used to measure genetic diversity and can, therefore, be

used to monitor and promote  efficient  conservation

and  utilization of genetic diversity .[19]

Traits used for diversity analysis in orange include

morphological characters of leaves and, physical,

chemical characters of fruits . Estimates of genetic[32]

similarity based on RAPDS have been obtained for

poncirus trifoliate orange . mandarin and sweet orange[26]

"pera" , lemon , Tankan  and grapefruits , and[24] [10] [18] [9]

several other Citrus varieties.

Mutation is considered a common phenomenon

which produced many cultivated cultivars. Therefore ,

the main target of this work is to examine and evaluate

some of unknown orange trees obtained from one of

private farm in kawesna (Monofeia governorate) is it a

new mutation or not ??. For that , four commercial

cultivars of sweet orange ; Acidless, Valencia , Navel

and common orange were evaluated with three plants

from the unknown trees. To reach this target, RAPD-
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DNA fingerprinting, pattern, physical and chemical

fruits  characteristics were used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present study was carried out during 2001 to

2004 in an experimental Orchard at Kawasina region, El

Monofya Governorate. The trees were budded on sour

orange rootstock (Citrus aurantium L.) and were grown

in a loamy clay soil. The tree were planted at five

meters a part and were irrigated with closed basin

surface system. All the plants had received the normal

horticultural practices.

1-Plant M aterial: Four commercial cultivars of sweet

orange and three unknown tree were used in this work

(Table 1). These accessions were collected from one

private farm in kawesna (Monofeia government). 

2-Fruit Characteristics:  At maturity stage, a

representative sample of 10 fruits was taken from each

tree (replicate) and the following characters were

determined: 

C Physical characteristics; Average fruit weight (g),

Fruit volume (cm), Peel weight (g), Number of

segments per fruit and Number of seeds per fruit.

On the other hand, for the fruit length and diameter

(cm) were measured by avernier calipers, while the

fruit shape index (length/diameter ratio) was

calculated. 

C Chemical characteristics; Total soluble solids (TSS

%) of fruit Juice by using a hand refractometr, Total

titratable acidity of fruit juice (as citric acid %) was

determined according to the  and TSS/acid ratio,[1]

while the Ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) was

determined according to the . [1]

3-Extraction and Purification of Genomic DNA: Total

genomic DNA was isolated from the seven orange

varieties according to a modified CTABC procedure

based on the protocol of . This method was choice for[25]

obtaining good quality of DNA. UV. Spectrophotometer

at wavelength of 260nm was used to measure the DNA

concentration.

4-RAPD-PCR: The amplification of DNA fragments

was performed according to  using fourteen primers.[30]

Five successful primers gave polymorphisms with the

studied cutlets. They are listed in the table (2). The

reaction mixture (25µl) consisted of the following

ingredients ; 25 ng genomic DNA , 0.2 µg each d NTPs,

1.5 units tag DNA polymerase and 0.2 ng primer. This

reaction similar to that described by Neilan . The[23]

primers from The University of British Columbia

Nucleic Acid-Protein Service Unite, Canada.

Table 1: Seven accessions orange; four com m ercial cultivars of

sweet orange and three unknown orange trees.

Orange accessions Cod.

Unknown tree (No.1) 1

Acidless orange (succary) 2

Valencia (sum mer orange) 3

Unknown tree (No.2) 4

Common orange (Balady) 5

Navel orange (sbusoura) 6

Unknown tree (No.3) 7

Table 2: The primers code, sequences and the Percentage of the GC

content.

Primer code  Sequences  Percentage of GC

A-15 TTCCGAACCC 60%

A-17 GACCGGTTGT 60%

A-18 AGGTGACCGT 60%

C-6 GAACGACTCG 60%

C-9 CTCACCGTCC 70%

 

5-gel Documentation System: 2000 BIO-RAD image

analysis and Gel works 1D advanced software, was used

for more accurate analysis and comparison between the

local accesstions via biochemical genetic analysis. This

method is recommended to determine the relationship

within and between of species . The amplified[16]

fragments were scored either as present (1) or absent

(0). Bands of the same mobility were scored.

6-Statistical data analysis:

C The data obtained from the fruit characteristic

experimental groups were arranged in a complete

randomized block design and were analyzed

according to Snedecor and Cochrun  the means[27]

were differentiated using Duncan's multiple range

test at 5% level .  [12]

C The banding patterns generated by RAPD-PCR

analysis were done according to Liu . which[20]

compared to determine the genetic relatedness of

the four sweet orange cultivars and three unknown

trees. The statistical analysis data were carried out

with the statistical software package SPSS system.

Significant different were determine at p‹ 0.05 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Spontaneous hybrids in the genus citrus can be

perpetuated both by natural hybridization and asexual

reproduction via adventitious nuclear embryos, and

several Spontaneous  hybrids  are  usually  considered

true species .[9]

RAPD markers are well known by their ability to

induce  misinterpretation  caused  by  PCR  conditions.

Usually the misinterpretation of the band phenotypes can

affect the analysis of the genetic diversity .[17]

Selected somatic mutations that occur in bunds or

branches were the only methods used to develop new
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citrus varieties. This fruits  showed  d istinct

morphological, physical fruit and chemical fruit

characteristics.

Description of a line or variety based upon a trait,

that reflects genetic variation, can be used to measure

genetic diversity and can, therefore, be used to monitor

and promote efficient conservation and utilization of

genetic diversity. Traits used for diversity analysis in

citrus include some morphological characters for trees

and leaves physical and chemical fruit characteristics,

protein fingerprinting SDS-PAGE, Random Amplified

polymorphic DNA (RAPD) Markers .[28]

Fruit Characteristics:

a-Physical characteristics: It is clear from Table (3)

that the fruit weight character values of Abusoura and

Unknown orange tree No 3 fruits were significantly

higher values than that all others in both seasons, 206g

& 209.33g of Abusoura and 205g &207.5g of Unknown

orange tree No 3 . Meanwhile, the highest fruit volume

(254 and 256cm) was produced by Unknown orange tree

No 3 followed by Unknown orange tree No 2 (227 and

279.67 cm), then Abusoura fruit ( 196.34 and 199cm) as

compared with all other accessions in both seasons.

However, the fruits of all orange accessions under the

conditions of this study were seediness in both seasons

except Abusoura fruit. The mean of highest seed

numbers per fruit were detected in fruit of Succary

(14.84 and 16.86 seeds) and Balady (10 and 14.12

seeds) in both seasons. The fruit of Unknown orange

tree No 1, 2 and 3 contained the lowest number of seeds

while, Summer orange fruit came in between in this

respect (10.71 and 12.13 seeds) in both seasons.

Furthermore, the highest peel weight was showed by

Unknown orange tree No 3 (70.67g) in the first season

and by Unknown orange tree No 2 fruit (70.34) in the

Table 3: Fruit characteristics of higher efficiency of seven local citrus accessions during 2003/3004 season

Characteristic Fruit Fruit Peel Number Number Fruit Fruit Fruit
weight volume weight of  of length diameter shape
(g) (cm) (g) segment seeds (cm) (cm) index
-------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ -------------------- -----------------------

Season 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003  2004
--------------------
citrus
accessions

Unknown No. 1 146.67 151.00 118.00 120.34 27.34 31.34 9.00C 10.00 3.07 4.50 6.63 6.90 6.20 6.33 1.05 1.07E E G G F G B B C D C D E C D B B

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Succary 161.34 1645.67 167.67 169.33 35.00 36.76 8.67 10.00 14.84- 16.86 6.24 6.50 6.00 6.20 1.02 1.02D D E E E F C B N A A D F F E C D

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Summer orange 141.34 144.33 176.34 180.33 43.00 47.00 9.00- 10.00 10.7 12.13  6.34 6.67 6.40 6.64 1.00 1.00F F D D C C A B B C D EF D B C D E

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Unknown No.2 194.67 197.67 227.00 229.67 67.00 70.67 9.67 10.67 2.30 2.30 7.64 7.90 6.60 6.80 1.10 1.14C C B B A B B A C E B C C B A A

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Balady 142.34 145.67 145[.00 149.00 38.00 41.00 8.00 10.00 14.12 15.18 6.30 6.70 6.33D 6.47 1.00 1.01F F F F D E D B A B D E E C D D E

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Abusoura 206.00 209.33 196.34 199.00 42.34 44.00 9.00- 10.00 0.00 0.00 8.04 8.20 7.47 7.77 1.04 1.06A A C C C D A B B F A B B A B C

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Unknown No.3 205.00 207.05 254.00 256.34 70.34 68.67 9.00 10.00 2.30 2.30 8.20A 8.53 7.70 7.90 1.04 1.06B B A A B A A B C C A A A B B

1 - Means having the same letter (s) in each row are in significantly different at 5.1 levels. 2 -Higher efficiency of seven local citrus accessions;Unknown orange tree No.1 (Unknown
No.1),Acidless orange( Succary) , Valencia (Summer orange), Unknown orange tree No.2 (Unknown No.2), Common orange (Balady), Navel orange (Abusoura), unknown orange tree No.3
(Unknown No.3)

Table 4: Chem ical constituents of som e new citrus variety during 2003- 2004 season. 

Characteristic Titratable acidity T.S.S. % TSS/acid ratio V.C mg/100 m l Juice

accessions -------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------

2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004

Unknown No. 1 0.90B 1.10B 10.00AB 10.67AB 9.10D 10.17C 50.67B 51.57BC

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sucarry 0.60C 0.70D 9.34BC 10.67A 14.34A 15.67A 46.34D 48.00D

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sum mer orange 1.00B 1.20AB 9.34BC 11.00A 9.00D 9.33D 50.00B 50.34C

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unknown No.2 0.93B 1.10B 9.67AB 11.00A 9.77C 9.93C 50.34B 50.67C

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Balady 1.07A 1.23A 10.34A 11.00A 8.37E 8.53E 50.67B 52.67B

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abusoura 0.73C 0.90C 8.67AB 9.67AB 10.94B 11.14B 44.00A 45.57A

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unknown No.3 1.20B 1. 30AB 10.00C 10.00B 16.60F 18.03E 58.00C 59.67C

1-M eans having the same letter (S) in each raw are in significantly different at 5% level.

2-Higher efficiency of seven local citrus accessions; Unknown orange tree No.1 (Unknown No.1), Acidless orange( Succary) , Valencia (Sum mer

orange), Unknown orange tree No.2 (Unknown No.2), Common orange (Balady), Navel orange (Abusoura), unknown orange tree No.3 (Unknown

No.3)
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second one. On other hand, the lowest peel weight was
detected in Unknown orange tree No 1 (27.34 and
31.34g) in the two seasons. In addition, the highest
number of segments character was detected in Unknown
orange tree No 3 (9.67 and 10.67) followed by Summer
orange and Abusoura in the first season and by
Unknown orange tree No 2 fruit in the second one. No
significant differences were found between all new
citrus variety except Unknown orange tree No 2 fruit in
the second season.

Meanwhile, Fruit length character value of
Unknown orange tree No 3 fruit was the highest in both
seasons ( 8.20 and 8.53cm) as well as Abusoura fruit in
the second season ( 8.20cm ). While, the fruits of
Sucarry and Balady in both seasons had the lowest fruit
length ( 6.24 & 6.50 and 6.30 & 6.70cm,   respectively),
the Unknown orange tree No  2  fruit  came  in
between  in  this respect ( 7.64 and 7.90cm). 

Also, the value of fruit diameter character of
Unknown orange tree No 3 was significantly higher
(7.70 and 7.90) than the rest orange accessions in both
seasons followed by Abusoura fruit (7.47 and 7.77cm).
Meanwhile, No significant differences for the values of
fruit shape index character were found between the
seven local citrus accessions in both seasons.

Unknown orange tree No 3 had higher values of
most economic characters accession, while it had not
lower values of the rest characters.

These results are in agreement with those reported
by Bone  and Agusti et al  reported that, despit the[7] [3]

Ellendale cv is self-compotible, the fruit contain few
seeds, but in case of the cross-pollination the fruit can
contain until 20 seeds. In addition,Bassal  found that[4]

the Ellendale tangor had biggest fruit followed by Nova
fruit, but Marisol and common mandarin produced the
smallest one. The Morisol Fruit had very few seeds
followed by Hernandina fruit.

b-Chemical Characteristics: It is clear from table (4)
that the juice acidity percentage of Unknown orange tree
No 3 fruit ( 1.20 and 1.30 )was the highest in comparing
with other orange accessions followed by Balady(1.07
and 1.23) in both seasons and Summer orange (1.20) in
the second season. While, the lowest juice acidity %
was detected in Abusoura fruit (0.73 and 0.90). 
However, all orange accessions were significantly
differed in the juice TSS percentage and this was clear
in the two seasons of this study except in Unknown
orange tree No 1, Abusoura and Unknown orange tree
No 2 in the first season and Unknown orange tree No 1,
Abusoura and Succary in the second season which
showed no significant difference between them.
Meanwhile, Unknown orange tree No 3fruit showed the
highest TSS/acid ratio (16.60 and 18.03). 

No significant differences were found in TSS/acid
ratio of Unknown orange tree No 1 and Summer orange
in the first season and Unknown orange tree No 1 and
Unknown orange tree No 2 in the second season. On the

other hand, Balady fruit showed the significantly lowest
TSS/acid ratio (8.37and 8.53). Also, the highest ascorbic
acid content was showed by Unknown orange tree No
3 fruit in both seasons ( 58.00 and 59.67) while, the
lowest ascorbic acid content was shown by Abusoura
(44.00 and 45.57) in both seasons. The above results
same what go in line with the findings of  They[6 ,4]

reported that Ellendale fruit had the highest juice
percentage, while, the Marisol fruit had the lowest one.
The highest TSS% was shown in common mandarin
fruit followed by Clemenules fruit and the lowest one
was clear in Marisol and Nova fruits, the highest

1maturity index (M ) was clear in Hernandina fruit, but
the lowest one was detected in Marisol fruit

Polymorphisms as Detected by RAPD Markers
(Generation of DNA Profiles): One of the most
important features of the RAPD-DNA technique is
detecting of high levels of polymorphism and this
feature has been found in present study (Fig 1). Fifty
three primers tested were screened with the DNA of the
7 citrus accessions (Table 1). Among these primers, five
primers generated reproducible and easily RAPD
profiles with a number of amplified DNA fragments
ranging from 4 to 12 fragments / primer with their size
ranging from 100 to 12000 bp.

Genetic diversity among the four orange varieties
and the three unknown orange tree tested was
determined with banding patterns from the multiplex
RAPD reactions each band was considered a genetic
marker for the variety as sample which it was amplified.

The criteria for choosing these primers were their

availability and generally accepted bias towards

oligonucleotides of high G-C content . Out of the[31]

selected primers, one had 70% G-C content (primer C9)

and the rest had 60% G-C content (Table 2). The

obtained results proved that the highest GC content

primer (70%) gave PCR products with concentration 10

p mol /primer, while the rest primers give a distinctive

DNA fragment patterns using 100 p mols primers. The

RAPD patterns generated from these multiples reaction

were identical over a range of PCR annealing

temperatures between 35 and 41°C and template DNA

levels .100 ng. These results were inagreement with

Fahrenkrug et al  and Abdelrazik .[13] [2]

The presented data at table (5) revealed that the

total number of amplicons 263 ranged from the

minimum amplicons 42 (primer C9) to maximum

amplicons 67 (primer C6) with an average 52.6

amplicons/primer. The total number of monomorphic

amplicons were 50 (30 presence and 20 absence) in

average 10 amplicons/primer, while the total number of

polymorphic amplicons were 244 in average 40.8

amplicons/primer. The highest percentage of

polymorphic amplicons was 16.6 for primer C9, while

the lowest of polymorphic percentage was 5 for primer

A15 in average with 4.1/primer. The RAPD profile of 
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Fig (1; a, b,c,d and e): RAPD implication products of five primers as listed in Table 2 for the higher efficiency of

seven local citrus accessions; unknown   orange tree No.1 (lane 1), Acidless orange( Succary)   (lane 2), Valencia

(summer orange) (lane3),unknown orange tree No.2 (lane 4),  Common orange (Balady) ( lane  5), Navel orange 

(sbusoura) (lane 6) and unknown orange tree No.3 (lane 7). M: molecular weigh marker ( 100 pb to 12 kpb ).

Table 5:Total number of amplicons, monomorphic amplicons (present and absent), polymorphic amplicons and percentage of polymorphism as

evealed by RAPD markers among the seven citrus accessions 

Primer Total No of amplicons* M onomorphic amplicons** Polymorphic amplicons M o n o m o r p h i s m

percentages

A15 60 (+)12 48  5. %

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A17 44 (-)5 44 10.2 %

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A18 50 (-)6 50 10.71 %

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C6 67 (-)10 67 12.98 %

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C9 42 (+)7 35 16.6 %

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total 263 50*** 244

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Average 52.6 10 44.8 11.1

* Total No of amplicons not include the absent amplicons

**M onomorphic amplicons; (+) present and (-)absent.

*** Total monomorphic amplicons include present and absent amplicons.

primer C9 (Fig 1-e) showed that the highest number of

monomorphic amplicons were found in lane 1 (unknown

orange tree No1) had 7 (presence) in compare with the

other four RAPD profile primers and, there isn't any

monomorphic amplicons (present or absent) found for

the rest 6 orange accessions. These RAPD profile (Fig

1-e) had a preference to distinguish the unknown tree

No 1 than the rest orange accessions. 

The  highest  percentage  of  polymorphism was

16.6  for  the  primer  C9  while,  the  lowest

percentage was 5 for  the  primer  A15,  the  level  of

polymorphic percentage  was  17.6  these  low   value

 of   the  level   of   polymorphic   percentage  in

different  citrus  genotypes   emphasize   the  narrow

genetic  variability  with   the   varieties   and 

unknown  trees  citrus. 
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Fig (2): Dendrogram for the higher efficiency of seven local citrus accessions; unknown  orange tree No.1 (1),

Acidless orange( Succary)  (2), Valencia (summer orange) (3), unknown orange tree No.2 (4), Common

orange (Balady)(5), Navel orange  (sbusoura) (6), unknown orange tree No.3 (7).

Genetic Relationships as Revealed by RAPD Markers

(Statistical Analysis): Data from RAPD-PCR were

pooled and transferred into 1 and o were interred into

the input of the program. 

The dendrograme generated by (Gel works 1D)

analysis confirmed the above pattern of diversity using

RAPD markers generated by the five random primers[8]

found genetic difference among all the citrus accessions.

On the other hand, primer C9 revealed highly genetic

difference between the unknown orange tree number 1

and other 6 orange accessions. It has 7 present

monomorphic amplicons, while the other 6 orange

accessions have not any present or absent monomorphic

amplicons (Fig. 1-d).

As shown in (dendrograme (Fig. 2)), the total seven

orange genotypes were classified into six pool-clusters.

One cluster (A) is so far from the others which is

unknown orange tree No 1 and have not genetic

similarity of approximately 0%. This result was

inagreement with obtained data at Fig (1-d). 

Two orange accessions; succary variety and

unknown tree No 3 have one cluster (B5) with very

close distance between them and had genetic similarity

of approximately 95%. The orange variety Abusoura

have one group (cluster B4) and near the last cluster but

it is a little distance from them and have a common

ancestor. The clusters B 3and 2 were; Balady and

Unknown tree No 2. Also, the Unknown tree No 2 and

Balady orange have one group of each (clusters B 3 and

2) having a common ancestor with them with little

distance between them too and had genetic similarity of

approximately 40% and respectively, 50%. The Summer

orange variety have one group (cluster B1) with big

distance between the last two accessions and had genetic

similarity of approximately 15%. 

The specifity of the RAPD-PCR was highlighted by

distinguishing DNA fingerprints for unknown orange

tree No (3). It had one group (cluster A) and the entire

rest orange accessions had other group (cluster B) with

genetic unsimilarity of approximately 100% between 

them. This fingerprint resulted in the placement of the

four orange varities and the rest unknown orange trees

in  separate  line ages  in  the  presented  phenogram

(Fig 1-f). The absence of genetic variability among the

other 6 samples (four varieties and two unknown orange

tree) suggested that they were either clonal propagations

with different local names, or that they had undetectable

genetic variability, such as point mutations which can

not be detected by RAPD. These results were

inagreement with Filho et at . On the other hand,[15]

RAPD markers are well known by their ability to induce

misinterpretation caused by PCR condition . It is[29 ,17]

concluded from this research that RAPD technique can

used to analysis phylogenetic relationship of citrus

accessions . The RAPD data supported the results from[33]

fruit characters (physical and chemical). The Unknown

orange tree No 3 may be consider new variety has some

economic fruit characters ( physical and chemical). This

new  variety  was  probably  derived from natural

hybrid from  tow  of  the  previous four local orange

varieties. This  result  was  inagreement with Corazza-

Numes et al .[9]
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